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Using of-the-shelf resources from resource-rich languages to transfer knowledge to low-resource languages has received a

lot of attention. The requirements of enabling the model to achieve the reliable performance, including the scale of required

annotated data and the efective framework, are not well guided. To address the irst question, we empirically investigate

the cost-efectiveness of several methods for training intent classiication and slot-illing models from scratch in Indonesia

(ID) using English data. Confronting the second challenge, we propose a Bi-Conidence-Frequency Cross-Lingual transfer

framework (BiCF), which consists of “BiCF Mixingž, “Latent Space Reinementž and “Joint Decoderž, respectively, to overcome

the lack of low-resource language dialogue data. BiCF Mixing based on the word-level alignment strategy generates code-

mixed data by utilizing the importance-frequency and translating-conidence. Moreover, Latent Space Reinement trains a

new dialogue understanding model using code-mixed data and word embedding models. Joint Decoder based on Bidirectional

LSTM (BiLSTM) and Conditional Random Field (CRF) is used to obtain experimental results of intent classiication and

slot-illing. We also release a large-scale ine-labeled Indonesia dialogue dataset (ID-WOZ 1) and ID-BERT for experiments.

BiCF achieves 93.56% and 85.17% (F1 score) on intent classiication and slot illing, respectively. Extensive experiments

demonstrate that our framework performs reliably and cost-eiciently on diferent scales of manually annotated Indonesian

data.

CCS Concepts: · Computing methodologies→ Neural networks; Discourse, dialogue and pragmatics.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: dialogue datasets, intent classiication, slot-illing, Indonesian

1 INTRODUCTION

Dialogue is one of the vital ways for people to establish contact with each other, whether at work or in daily life.
With the rapid development of the Internet, most people choose to chat online instead of having face-to-face
communication. Therefore, dialogue texts in the network provide data resources with considerable quantity
for studying neural dialogue understanding models, which rely heavily on the large scale of training data. [26]
Whereas, there is a big gap in the number of people speaking diferent languages in the world. Most of the
existing studies focus on rich-resource languages [49]. However, there are thousands of minority languages that
have a limited range of usage and few available resources. It is impractical and cost-inefective to collect and

1https://github.com/Daviddddl/ID-WOZ
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Fig. 1. It is time-consuming to construct large-scale high-quality datasets of low-resource language. Therefore, there are
two mainstream methods for constructing low-resource language models: �����1 indicates that a high-resource language
dialogue dataset is applied to train the low-resource language dialogue understanding models through machine translation
or cross-lingual pre-trained embeddings. �����2 indicates that the contextual word embeddings are used to transfer existing
resource-rich language dialogue understanding models to low-resource language dialogue understanding models.

annotate enough large-scale datasets for low-resource languages [16] to train the dialogue understanding models.
Thus, as shown in Fig. 1, it remains huge challenges on how to eiciently adapt existing research resources and
indings to low-resource languages (e.g., Indonesian (ID)), so that the need for understanding the multilingual
task-oriented dialogue [39, 40] can be addressed efectively.
The irst challenge is how to efectively obtain low-resource languages by utilizing rich-resource languages

(e.g., English [3]). The intuitive method is to use a neural machine translation system [6, 45] to translate the
English dataset into Indonesian, and then train the dialogue understanding models on the translated data. Another
strategy is to use multilingual word embeddings [10, 34], which allow the dialogue model trained on the English
dataset to be directly applied to Indonesian since the pre-trained multilingual model contains the vocabulary of
both English and Indonesian. Each of the above methods has both strengths and limitations. While the former can
save vast resources for collecting low-resource language data, it needs to deal with machine translation errors
and invalid dislocated annotations from the source corpus, which can signiicantly inluence the subsequent
dialogue modeling (i.e., slot-illing). The latter sufers from intrinsic diferences between English and Indonesian,
including variations in syntactic and semantic patterns.
The second challenge relies on how to transfer existing models to the target low-resource language. One

possible approach is to align the contextual word embeddings in the semantic latent space for sentence-level
encoding [39, 40] in order to avoid semantic misunderstanding and syntactic errors. However, this method is
susceptible to imperfect alignments, and its implementation is complex, making it diicult to deploy or apply
models.

To address these challenges, we propose a Bi-Conidence-Frequency Cross-lingual Transfer framework (BiCF).
For the irst challenge, we adopt the word-level alignment strategy [52], which has been demonstrated as
efective as phrase-level alignment yet much simpler and more stable [43, 44]. Speciically, the irst stage of
BiCF is Bi-conidence-frequency Mixing, utilizing the English dataset to generate code-mixed data, which avoids
sentence-level translation errors as well as label dislocation. The mixed data includes gold annotations for
Indonesian from English datasets as well as importance-frequency and translating-conidence. And for the
second challenge, in our framework, Latent Space Reinement and Joint Decoder are designed on the top of the
resulting high-quality mixed data, utilizing and reining pre-trained of-the-shelf word embedding models, to
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train the dialogue understanding models (i.e., intent classiication and slot-illing) for Indonesian. To conduct
extensive experiments for Indonesian, we follow the method of MultiWOZ [3], which is a large-scale task-oriented
English dialogue dataset, to collect and annotate a counterpart and richer-domain dataset in Indonesian (ID),
named ID-WOZ. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed framework can tackle the practical intent
classiication and slot illing well in Indonesian. The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

• We propose the Bi-conidence-frequency Cross-lingual Transfer framework to utilize English datasets for
training Indonesian dialogue understanding models and achieve satisfactory performance on Indonesian
dialogue datasets.
• We release a large-scale manually annotated multi-domain ID-WOZ dialogue dataset along with a pre-
trained ID-BERT model as the resource contributions for low-resource language dialogue understanding
tasks.
• We investigate the demand for annotated data of well-performing dialogue understanding models, which
may guide future research on collecting datasets or training models for other low-resource languages.

2 RELATED WORK

Low-resource Language. Natural language processing in low-resource languages is diicult, which has piqued
the interest of many researchers. Low-resource languages are those lack suicient monolingual or parallel
corpus as well as artiicially crafted linguistic resources for constructing statistical NLP tasks. To improve the
low-resource language understanding, Guo et al. [18] propose two algorithms to generate the cross-lingual
distributed representations of words. This method can map two diferent languages into a joint vector space
and use distributed feature representations to remedy the defect of the lexical feature gap. Duong et al. [12]
build an accurate dependency parser by training a model with shared structure across fewer training languages.
Ammar et al. [1] propose a multilingual model for parsing dependency in multiple languages that includes a
multilingual word cluster, token-level language information, and language-speciic features. Wang et al. [47]
propose to integrate English syntactic knowledge into a parser trained on the Singlish treebank, and demonstrates
that it is reasonable to leverage English to improve low-resource language models. The above works mainly focus
on multilingual parsing of low-resource languages, which are useful in improving the low-resource language
understanding.
Pre-trained Language Models. Pre-trained language model is the deep neural network trained on large-scale
unlabeled data, which can be ine-tuned to suit diferent downstream tasks. Pre-trained language models have a
strong ability to encode semantic information in diferent languages. Therefore, it is promising to apply pre-trained
language models to enhance the understanding of cross-lingual dialogue systems. The success of Transformer
[46] has led researchers to improve various pre-trained models based on it. GPT [35] is a semi-supervised method
based on Transformer decoder using a combination of pre-training and ine-tuning. Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT) [10] uses masked language models to enable pre-trained deep
bidirectional representations from unlabeled texts by jointly combining both left and right contexts. Later, pre-
trained language models, including XLNet [51], RoBERTa [28], T5 [36], and mBART [27] are proposed. XLNet
and RoBERTa are based on BERT, while mBART and T5 are based on the encoder-decoder structure.
Cross-lingual Transfer. In general, standard NLP techniques are diicult to directly apply to low-resource
languages. State-of-the-art models required a large number of training data which is unavailable for most
languages. Cross-lingual transfer learning is a common paradigm for low-resource dialogue models and is usually
divided into two categories: Transfer of annotations and Transfer of models. Based on most methods applied large
parallel corpora to learn cross-lingual word embeddings, Artetxe et al. [2] propose a self-learning framework
and a small size of word dictionary to learn a mapping between source and target word embeddings. Utilizing
syntactic dependency features is one of the classical methods for treebank translation. Relying on aligned parallel
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sentence pairs sufers from noise and imperfect alignments. Zhang et al. [52] focus on improving dependency
parsing by translating conident words into a source treebank. Schuster et al. [40] utilize Multilingual CoVe
embeddings obtained from Machine Translation systems [31] in Thai and Spanish for zero-shot dependency
parsing. In line with these methods, encoding the semantic information directly within the same cross-lingual
latent space could avoid semantic misunderstanding from machine translation or wrong alignments.
Cross-lingual Dialogue Systems. The lack of high-quality training data in low-resource language has hampered
the development of task-oriented cross-lingual dialogue systems. Many researchers incorporated the concept
of zero-shot learning into cross-lingual dialogue systems to cope with the scarcity of low-resource language
dialogue data. Liu et al. [29] propose a zero-shot method that uses parallel word pairs to reine cross-lingual
word representations. Then researchers use a latent variable model to deal with inherent diferences across
languages. Later, Liu et al. [30] further improve the zero-shot adaptation method and propose a novel model
that uses the attention mechanism to extract source words. Xiang et al. [50] propose to develop an end-to-end
cross-lingual dialogue system based on the idea of zero-shot under the guidance of machine translation and
resource-rich language dialogue dataset. Although existing dialogue systems based on zero-shot learning have
greatly improved in terms of generating luent responses, there is still a gap when compared to human-to-human
communication. Sun et al. argue that the dialogue system’s responses are generally simple and blunt, preventing
the conversation from transferring to a speciic topic. Therefore, Sun et al. [41] propose a novel task, named
cross-lingual knowledge grounded conversation, which employs knowledge distillation and a large-scale dialogue
corpus to improve cross-lingual knowledge selection in the target language. Kim et al. [23] propose a Korean
Wizard of Wikipedia dataset to extract knowledge across languages. Experiments conirm that using only English
datasets can improve the performance of the non-English dialogue system.

Above all, existing studies tend to adopt new strategies or neural models (e.g., zero-shot learning, knowledge-
grounded method, and pre-trained word embeddings) to circumvent the diiculty of constructing low-resource
language dialogue datasets. In our work, we applied the word-level alignment strategy, which is more convenient
and stable than the traditional dependency parser, to generate code-mixed data with labels in Indonesian,
importance-frequency, and translating-conidence. We use Multilingual-BERT, which was trained by traditional
BERT on a large-scale corpora of 102 languages, as the word embedding model. Pre-trained Multilingual-BERT
trained with our code-mixed data is capable of capturing latent semantic information in both English and
Indonesian. We employ traditional BiLSTM and CRF as the decoder for intent classiication and slot illing.

3 METHOD

In this section, We introduce the proposed pipeline framework “Bi-Conidence-Frequency Cross-Lingual transfer
framework (BiCF)ž in detail. It mainly consists of three components, namely “BiCF Mixingž, “Latent Space
Reinementž, and “Joint Decoderž. As shown in Fig. 2, the BiCF mixing step replaces a few English words with
Indonesian. Then we train and reine the cross-lingual semantic embedding latent space based on the mixed data
with gold annotations from English dataset. Finally, we adopt the combination of BiLSTM and CRF to decode the
intent and slots jointly.

3.1 BiCF Mixing

The irst stage of our framework is “Bi-Conidence-Frequency Mixingž (BiCF Mixing). As shown in Fig. 2, we use
the English data in two steps. The irst is to generate the frequency-word set (W� ���) of English data. The second is
to obtain the word alignment with the translating-conidence (����� ) of each word and generate conidence-word
set (W���� ). The goal of this stage is to select both frequent and high-conidence word pairs for English and
Indonesian, and yield mixed data T��� .

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed framework (BiCF), which consists of BiCF Mixing, Latent Space Refinement, and Joint
Decoder. The frequency-word and confidence-word set in the first stage are derived from English dataset and confidence-
translated parallel sentences, respectively. By fusion and mixing, the mixed data is generated. The cross-lingual space
refinement module will generate a target-specific embedding model to represent Indonesian beter. The final stage is to
decode and output intent and slots jointly.

Given the set of English sentences S = {�1, �2, ..., ��}, we calculate TF-IDF [37, 38] for each word in the English
dialogue corpus, as shown in Eq. 1:




� �(�, � ) =

N(��
� ,� � )∑

� N(�
�
�
,� � )

�� �(� ) = log |� |

1+| � :��
� ∈� � |

� � -�� �(�, � ) = � �(�, � ) × �� �(� )

(1)

where N(��
� , � � ) is the number of occurrences of the word ��

� in the sentence � � , and the denominator
(
∑

� N(�
�
�
, � � )) is the sum of occurrences of all terms ��

�
in the sentence � � ∈ S. |� | represents the number of

sentences and
�� � : ��

� ∈ � �

�� denotes the number of sentences containing the word��
� . The frequency-word set

W� ��� = ⟨(��
� , �� ), ..., (�

�
� , � � )⟩ are obtained by sorting the output (� � -�� �(�, � ) ) from the TF-IDF algorithm, where

�� denotes the frequency score.
Then, we adopt small-scale high-quality parallel sentences (i.e., 1K), translated by skilled bilingual translators, to

generate the alignments of words by using fast_align [13]. Given a few English sentences and their corresponding
conidently translated Indonesian sentences, the fast_align model uses a log-linear reparameterization of IBM
Model 2 [8] to generate a set of conidence-word pairs W���� = ⟨(��

� ,�
�
� ), ��⟩, ..., ⟨(�

�
� ,�

�
� ), � � ⟩ with Indonesian

word and conidence score, denoted by��
� and �� , respectively.

As shown in Algorithm 1, after selecting the words both over the frequency threshold �� ��� and the conidence
threshold ����� , we then fuse words to generate the substitute words set W��� . �ℎ���ℎ function of line 1 and 2 in
Algorithm 1 are designed as Eq. 2:

Ŵ = ���� (W(·),P(·)) ⊙ � ( ·) (2)

where W(·) denotes frequency-word set (W� ���) or conidence-word set (W���� ). P(·) denotes frequency
scores �� or conidence score �� . ⊙ is selecting the top subset operation. And ������ function in line 3 can be
implemented as Eq. 3:

W̃ = (Ŵ� ��� ⊙ � ) ∩ (Ŵ���� ⊙ (1 − � )) (3)

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process.
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Algorithm 1 BiCF Mixing

Input: S,W� ��� , �� ��� , W���� , ����� , �
Output: T���

1: Ŵ� ��� ← Thresh(W� ���, �� ���)

2: Ŵ���� ← Thresh(W���� , ����� )

3: W̃��� ← Fusion(Ŵ� ���, Ŵ���� , � )
4: T��� ← Φ

5: for � ∈ S do

6: �̂ ← �

7: for�� ∈ � do

8: if �� ∈ W̃��� then

9: �� ← Get(W̃���,�
� )

10: �̂ ←Mixing(̂�,�� ,�� )
11: end if

12: end for

13: T��� ← T��� ∪ �̂

14: end for

15: return T���

where � is the hyper-parameter to adjust the ratio of two branch of word sets. Lines 4 to 13 in Algorithm 1
illustrate the mixing procedure. The algorithm irst traverses each English word, which is in the substitute word

set W̃��� . Then, the English word is replaced with the corresponding Indonesian word�� from the conidence
word pair (��

� ,�
�
� ). We incrementally substitute the English word�� of a temporarily copied sentence �̂ with the

corresponding Indonesian word�� . In this way, the mixed corpus T��� is generated, consisting of both English
words and Indonesian words.

3.2 Latent Space Refinement

We train and reine the initially pre-trained multilingual model (i.e., Multilingual-BERT) on the mixed corpus
T��� with annotations from the source English dataset. This operation could update the embeddings of English
words as well as the Indonesian words. Therefore, this stage allows our model to make use of English corpora and
obtain a reined latent space to improve semantic representations. The multilingual latent space can be updated
with the discriminative training process as Eq. 4:

{
Θ
�
�+1 = Θ

�
� − �

� · ∇
Θ
�
�
� (Θ� )

��−1 = � · ��
(4)

where �� denotes the learning rate of the �-th layer. Θ�
� represents the parameters of the model at �-th layer in �

step. ∇
Θ
�
�
� (Θ� ) is the gradient of parameters Θ�

� at �-th layer with regard to the model’s objective function, i.e.,

supervised by intent classiication and slot-illing annotations in our model.
When the performance is stable on the training set (around 25 epochs in our experiments), we save the model

that performs best on the validation set as the mixed reined embedding model, denoted in blue embedding space
in the middle of Fig. 2. Then we feed ine-labeled Indonesian data into the mixed reined embedding model and
transfer one more time to obtain a reined target-speciic embedding model. In this way, by utilizing the English
dataset, we generate a better representation latent space for Indonesian, i.e., encoding each sentence into R1×768

representation feature vector.

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process.
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3.3 Joint Decoder

The decoder of our framework performs two tasks, i.e., intent classiication and slot-illing sequence labeler,
respectively. We apply Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) and a conditional random ields (CRF)
layer, as shown in Eq. 5, to predict the classiications for the input words [4, 5, 11, 47].

ℎ� = [�� (
−−−→
ℎ�−1, �� ); �� (

←−−
ℎ�+1, �� )] ⇒ ������ (5)

where �� and �� denote the hidden state of backward propagation and the hidden state of forward feeding in

BiLSTM, respectively.
−−−→
ℎ�−1 and

←−−
ℎ�+1 denote the hidden layer’s output of the previous timestamp of the sentence

forward and backward input, respectively. �� denotes the input word embedding at the current moment. The

inal output ℎ� of each word embedding is generated by concatenating both �� (
−−−→
ℎ�−1, �� ) and �� (

←−−
ℎ�+1, �� ).

And then CRF layer is appended to decode slot classes further and generate results of the framework. Speciically,
given a sentence � = {�1,�2, ...,��} and a label sequence � = {�1, �2, ..., ��} predicted by BiLSTM for each word
�� . � and� indicate the number of words and labels, respectively. � indicates the number of all possible label
paths. The principle of the CRF layer is to ind the best path that is most similar to the real label path among all
possible paths.

������ = �1 + �2 + �3 · · · + �� = ��1 + ��2 + ��3 · · · + ��� (6)

�� =

�︁

�=1

(��� ,�� +���−1→�� ) (� = 1, 2, 3, · · · , � ) (7)

���� = − log
��������ℎ

������
(8)

where �� denotes the score for each possible path. ��� ,�� denotes the conidence score of the word�� on the
label �� . ���−1→�� represents the score from the transfer of the label ��−1 to �� . Each pair of ���−1→�� is stored as
parameters and is continuously updated with training in CRF layer. ��������ℎ represents the label path with gold
annotations for each sentence. The proportion of the ��������ℎ increases with the training of the CRF, while the
value of ���� decreases.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Dataset and Metrics

There has been a lack of available datasets for training natural dialogue understanding systems in regional
low-resource languages, such as Indonesian [7, 24, 42]. In this section, we mainly introduce the self-established
ID-WOZ dataset in detail. The statistics of ID-WOZ are reported in tables 1 to 3. We conduct experiments on
two branches of datasets, MultiWOZ and our collected ID-WOZ, respectively. We take widely used F1-Score for
evaluation to comprehensively compare the performance of our BiCF with baselines.

4.1.1 ID-WOZ construction. ID-WOZ is constructed to obtain highly natural conversations between a customer
and an agent or a query information center focusing on daily life. We consider various possible dialogue scenarios
ranging from basic requests like hotel, restaurant, to a few emergency situations such as hospital or police. Our
dataset consists of nine domains, namely plane, taxi, wear, restaurant, movie, hotel, attraction, hospital, and police,
most of which are extended domains that include the sub-task Booking (with the exception of police). In terms
of collection and annotation, we adopt the Wizard-of-OZ [22] dialogue-collecting approach, which has been
shown to be efective for obtaining a high-quality corpus at relatively low costs and with a small-time efort.
Following the success of MultiWOZ [3], we conduct a large-scale corpus of natural human-human conversations

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process.
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Fig. 3. An example of editing template interface. We design a corresponding generic template for the topic to which the
dialogue belongs. First, we add the topic and result butons to indicate whether the conversation on this topic has ended
successfully. Second, we define multiple Indonesia alternative butons for intent and slot and English butons for action and
domain. The annotation platform display the corresponding templates based on the topic selected by annotators.

on a similar scale. Based on the given templates for various domains, users and wizards generate conversations
using heuristic-based rules to prevent the overlow of information. We design and develop a collection-annotation
pipeline platform with a user-friendly structure for building the dataset.

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process.
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Fig. 4. An example of the annotation procedure. The annotator first click the topic buton and obtain the corresponding
template. For domain/action/intent classification, the annotator could click these multiple labels, defined before for each
atributes. As for slot-filling, our platform provides a fashion approach: click and underscore the content (the red part) and
select its slot type (under the red part), pop-out automatically when any words are picked.

In order to accelerate and optimize the process of collection and annotating, we design and develop a pipeline
platform. Our platform consists of three stages, “collection - annotation - statistics & analysisž, which are executed
synchronously after the initialization process. We divided a number of well-trained annotators (i.e., 80 local people,
70 of whom spoken ID as their native language, 10 of whom were bilingual citizens, plus 2 main organizers)
into two groups to produce dialogue and annotation. A quarter of annotators (i.e., 20) are trained following the
templates we provide to play the wizard role. After collecting 1k dialogues initially (about one week), while
the collecting conversation is still ongoing, the second group of annotators (i.e., 62) joins in to work towards
the detailed full-labeled corpus, including domains, actions, intents, and slots. As shown in Fig. 3, we design
corresponding annotation templates for each topic and deine multiple options for intent, slot value, action, and

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process.
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Table 1. Comparison of ID-WOZ with other related datasets in several statistics metrics.

Dataset ID Chat Dyadic Chat MultiWOZ ID-WOZ

Domains None None 7 9
Language ID ID En ID
Total # dials 300 79 8, 438 9, 189
Total # tokens 150, 000 3164 1, 520, 970 1, 551, 591
Total # utters 1, 000 158 142, 974 251, 184
Avg. # turns 3 3 13.68 13.67
Avg. # slots - - 25 8.8

domain. Speciic labeling process is depicted in Fig. 4. First, the annotator decides which topic this round of
dialogue belongs to. The platform will display the template associated with the topic. Then, annotators use tools
to click buttons for determining domain, action, and intent. When annotating a slot value, the annotator uses the
mouse to underscore corresponding words and select a slot value from the pre-deined options.
The quality is assured in three processes, namely “scripts-checkingž, “cross-checkingž, and “supervisor-

checkingž. Speciically, the scripts can ilter hypothesis cases which have potential laws such as vacant labels or
being malformed. For cross-checking process, annotators are assigned not only to fresh unlabeled annotation
tasks, but also to a few sampling labeled cases (i.e., 20%) from their peers. Cases that pass the cross-checking
procedure will be sampled and handed over to supervisors (i.e., the two organizers), who are more familiar with
the details of the entire annotation task to control the overall consistency and accuracy of the annotation. We
adopt the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) [15] to measure how well our recruited annotators can make the
same annotation decision for a certain category further, as follows:

� ≡
�� − ��

1 − ��
= 1 −

1 − ��

1 − ��
(9)

where �� and �� denote the relative observed agreement among raters and hypothetical probability of chance
agreement, respectively. The average score of our dataset is 0.834.

4.1.2 Statistics and Analysis. Table 1 compares our dataset with existing datasets in Indonesian as well as the
English dialogue dataset MultiWOZ [3]. ID Chat [24] is the irst publicly available Indonesian chat corpus, and
draw a few related research on the Indonesian Language dialogue [7]. Dyadic Chat [42] is another public chat
corpus on Indonesian, which focuses on the dyadic term. Dyadic is a term that describes the relationship between
two people, such as a romantic relationship between two people. Compared with these small-scale datasets,
ID-WOZ is the irst to contain large-scale (about ten thousand dialogues across multiple domains) corpus focusing
on general task-oriented chat.
MultiWOZ [3] is a large-scale multi-domain task-oriented English dialogue dataset, including seven distinct

domains (taxi, restaurant, hotel, attraction, hospital, police, and train) and ine-labeled actions and slots in the
spoken language understanding stage. Considering the regional cultural background, our collected dataset
contains a few more general domains (i.e., wear, movie, plane) and more corresponding slots types, such as clothes
type, movie genre, movie synopsis.
Even though there are several of-the-shelf pre-trained BERT models for rich-resource languages such as

English and Chinese, pre-trained language-speciic models for low-resource languages like Indonesian, are still not
available to our knowledge. We release a pre-trained model for Indonesian named ID-BERT as another resource
contribution. Despite the fact that most related work [34, 40] relies on the pre-trained Multilingual-BERT model
and ine-tunes it for low-resource languages, our main goal is to build a relatively reliable dialogue system and
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Table 2. Statistics for total number in four domains.

Dataset Domains # Sentences # Slots # Intent

MultiWOZ

Restaurant 62, 703 28, 351 41, 177
Hotel 64, 284 25, 985 42, 434
Taxi 48, 080 7, 160 28, 976
Attraction 55, 186 21, 004 34, 053

ID-WOZ

Restaurant 28, 095 5, 809 22, 312
Hotel 30, 865 8, 720 24, 694
Taxi 28, 178 6, 038 22, 168
Attraction 36, 523 9, 198 29, 513

Table 3. Comparison of our dataset to similar well-known datasets.

Dataset Twitter Ubuntu Sina Weibo WOZ 2.0 Frames M2M MultiWOZ ID-WOZ

Domains Unrestricted Ubuntu Unrestricted Unrestricted Unrestricted Unrestricted 7 9
Language English English Chinese English English English English Indonesian (+En)
Total # dialogues 1.3M 930K 4.5M 600 1, 369 1, 500 8, 438 9,189 (+1k)
Total # tokens - - - 50, 264 251, 867 121, 977 1, 520, 970 1, 551, 591
Avg. # Turns 2.10 7.71 2.3 7.45 14.60 9.86 13.68 13.67
Avg. # slots - - - 4 61 14 25 8.8

experiment with how to bridge the gap between language-speciic BERT and the multilingual-BERT. Therefore, we
put in efort to train ID-BERT for comparing appearance on spoken language understanding or furthermore tasks.
We pre-train a BERT for Indonesian from scratch using approximately 3.3 billion tokens from the document-level
corpus of Indonesian websites, which covers news reports, research papers, daily articles, and other text genres.
The size of our ID-BERT vocabulary is 0.9M, which is much larger than Multilingual-BERT (0.12M). We believe
that this size of the vocabulary is suicient to cover most of the scenarios of daily multi-domain task-oriented
dialogue in Indonesian. The training takes one week by using Google Cloud TPU v3_8, and our ID-BERT (Cased,
L=12, H=768, A=12) is eventually obtained.
We take MultiWOZ [3] as the English dataset and our collected ID-WOZ as the target language Indonesian

dataset. As the hospital and police domains in MultiWOZ contain very few dialogues (5% of total dialogues) and
only appear in the training dataset, we choose to ignore them in our experiments, following [48]. The train
domain is invalid in Indonesian data because it relects the cultural diference between English and Indonesia.
Therefore, we only adopt four domains as the main experiment restaurant, hotel, taxi, attraction shared by
MultiWOZ and ID-WOZ. Statistics of them are shown in Table 2. In order to suit the testing set, we have to
merge the annotations of English data with the Indonesian dataset, thereby abandoning a few types of labels,
such as reference, choice in MultiWOZ. After processing, the statistics for the four domains in two datasets are
reported in Table 2. Table 3 shows a comparative study of diferences between our dataset and similar well-known
datasets. All of the experiments are evaluated on the same test set from ID-WOZ (1K dialogues, 250 dialogues for
each domain), which suits the local cultural background. We use the F1 score as the evaluation metric, which is
calculated by the Precision and Recall.

4.2 Experimental Setings

There are several branches of methods to utilize English datasets and pre-trained models, i.e.,Machine Translation
based (MT);Multilingual pre-trained embedding model with English corpus (MLEn); and our proposed BiCF.
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We also compared our method and the following popular state-of-the-art cross-lingual dialogue systems (TLM,
DST, Seq2Seq-DU, DSS-DST, and DiCoS-DST).
1) MT.We adopt the machine translation preprocessing method and extract word embeddings (i.e., R1×768)

by random initiation, pre-trained multilingual-BERT (ML-BERT), and our pre-trained ID-BERT. We also take
Indonesian-fastText (ID-fastText) [21], Transformer [46] and Indonesian-Word2vec (ID-Word2vec) into compari-
son. (R1×300)

2)MLEn.We adopt three pre-trainedmultilingual word embeddingmodels in this baseline, namelymultilingual
fastText (ML-fastText) [21], multilingual Word2vec (ML-Word2vec) [9], and multilingual-BERT (ML-BERT) [10].
By extracting the embeddings of MultiWOZ and ID-WOZ, we encode each sentence into R1×300, R1×300 and
R
1×768 dimensions, respectively.
3) TLM. Previous works have used cross-lingual models or machine translation to generate low-resource

language data for task-oriented dialogue systems. Moghe et al. [32] use movie subtitle datasets as parallel
related data to ine-tune the pre-trained multilingual models. This enhanced transfer method can achieve better
performance of dialogue state tracking with a few target language data or zero-shot setup.
4) DSTC9. Lin et al. [25] use a multilingual pre-trained seq2seq model and high-resource training dataset

to study the transfer-ability of the dialogue state tracking model of DSTC9 [17]. Researchers also conducted
experiments with a variety of training strategies, including joint-training or pre-training, and diferent datasets
(cross-lingual or cross-ontology) to further conirm the efectiveness of the cross-lingual dialogue models. We
adopt multilingual-BERT (ML-BERT) and Indonesia-BERT(ID-BERT) as the pre-trained word embedding models
in this baseline.

5) Seq2Seq-DU. Feng et al. [14] propose a new dialogue state tracking module (Seq2Seq-DU) comprised of two
BERT-based encoders, one attender, and a decoder. Two BERT-based encoders are capable of generating utterance
embeddings and schema embeddings in the dialogue. The attender and decoder can utilize word embeddings of
utterances and schemas based on BERT to jointly model intent classiication and slot-illing in both DST and
NLU tasks.

6) DSS-DST. Traditional slot-illing methods treat the slot value in each round of dialogue equally, which may
lead to unpredictable errors. Gue et al. [19] focus on slot-illing and propose a two-stage model (DSS-DST) to
address the above problem. DSS-DST consists of the Dual Slot Selector and the Slot Value Generator. Each slot
value is determined by the Dual Slot Selector whether to update or inherit the dialog of the last round. The Slot
Value Generator updates the corresponding slot value based on the decision.

7) DiCoS-DST. The consistent dialogue history information is utilized by existing works on dialogue state
when updating slot value, which can lead dialogue systems to produce inaccurate results. Therefore, Guo et al.
[20] further propose DiCoS-DST to generate diferent historical dialogue for diferent slots as information for
updating slot values. DiCoS-DST irst retrieves the correlation between each round of dialogue and slot values by
learning the whole dialogue history. Second, the dialogue state is generated only using the dialogue history with
high relevance score.
8) BiCF. We generate about 1.5K conident word pairs from MultiWOZ and 1K translated parallel sentences.

For our method BiCF, the training process converges after 20 epochs. It reaches 91.13, 87.84/ 90.17, 82.09/ 93.37,
82.98/ 89.55, 85.54 for the F1 score of intent classiication and slot-illing on the MultiWOZ validation set of
restaurant, hotel, taxi, attraction domains, respectively. And then the Indonesian training data of ID-WOZ is fed
to reine the Indonesian embedding model.

4.3 Development Experiments

We feed 16K Indonesian sentences of ID-WOZ to each model and validate their performance on the same test set
of ID-WOZ. In our implementation, ive-fold cross-validation is employed to investigate the optimal parameter
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Table 4. Experimental comparison on ID-WOZ dataset. (ł†ž denotes the significance testing, �-����� < 0.05.)

Methods + Emb.
Domains Restaurant Hotel Taxi Attraction

Intent Slots Intent Slots Intent Slots Intent Slots
MT Random Init 85.48 74.36 82.73 73.49 89.15 80.22 89.64 86.26
MT ID-fastText 86.03 75.27 83.17 74.03 89.82 80.28 90.02 86.88
MT ID-Word2vec 88.22 76.70 86.33 74.11 89.91 81.81 91.55 86.90
MT Transformer 90.13 79.91 91.89 74.27 90.25 82.11 92.85 87.16
MT ML-BERT 91.63 79.22 92.52 73.83 91.20 82.34 93.77 87.31
MT ID-BERT 92.37 81.88 93.78 75.79 91.76 83.59 94.07 89.63

MLEn ML-fastText 86.00 76.11 83.10 74.91 89.22 80.88 90.31 86.93
MLEn ML-Word2vec 88.22 77.70 86.33 74.11 89.91 81.81 91.55 86.90
MLEn ML-BERT 90.42 79.79 92.01 74.28 90.47 82.91 93.18 87.77

TLM ML-BERT 87.65 74.78 81.17 75.36 89.08 81.40 92.32 85.89
TLM ID-BERT 90.71 76.16 90.58 75.89 91.02 84.29 92.80 86.13

Seq2Seq-DU ML-BERT 91.10 80.21 90.52 74.40 92.01 85.78 91.67 85.20
Seq2Seq-DU ID-BERT 92.11 81.78 91.49 75.03 92.53 87.43 92.12 87.81

DSTC9 ML-BERT 89.98 80.39 90.15 74.87 89.56 84.94 91.76 87.38
DSTC9 ID-BERT 90.68 81.14 92.26 75.07 91.66 87.79 92.31 89.83

DSS-DST ML-BERT 90.44 81.60 91.82 75.34 90.01 85.55 91.29 87.77
DSS-DST ID-BERT 91.37 82.71 92.67 75.07 91.45 88.36 92.80 88.29

DiCoS-DST ML-BERT 91.73 82.64 92.38 74.59 91.76 86.14 93.41 90.23
DiCoS-DST ID-BERT 92.27 82.31 93.42 75.94 92.54 88.35 93.78 91.18

BiCF ML-fastText 86.21 76.16 83.31 75.01 90.24 82.58 90.84 87.23
BiCF ID-fastText 87.08 76.34 84.21 75.79 90.83 82.92 91.52 87.67
BiCF ML-Word2vec 88.80 77.91 87.12 74.24 90.01 82.87 91.58 87.03
BiCF ID-Word2vec 88.92 78.84 88.52 74.35 90.31 83.15 91.82 87.49

BiCF ML-BERT 92.92† 82.84† 94.30† 76.95† 92.23† 90.45† 94.80† 90.44†

BiCF ID-BERT 93.02† 82.91† 94.73† 77.15† 92.73† 91.03† 94.88† 90.74†

setting within training datasets (��������_���� = �−3, ����ℎ_���� = 64, �������_���� = 0.1, ��������� = ���).
To verify the stability of the proposed method, we run the experiments ive times for each set of parameter
settings and compare their mean performance, as reported in Table 4.
We conduct a series of experiments by feeding batches of annotated Indonesian data (i.e., 1K sentences, 2K

sentences, 4K sentences, ..., full-scale). We pick the results of restaurant, hotel, taxi, and attraction domains in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, as they are widely usable domains and have the most scale of dialogue data and annotations both
in MultiWOZ and ID-WOZ. The entire annotated dataset, experiment results, and codes are detailedly reported in
Table 5 and Code 1. We also conduct a comparison experiment for Multilingual-BERT (ML-BERT) and ID-BERT
on all domains of full-scale ID-WOZ, as reported in Table 6.

4.4 Results Analysis

The results of the method in Section 4.2 are shown in Table 5, with English data of MultiWOZ and 16k Indonesian
data of ID-WOZ. The method of machine translation based methods (MT + ML-BERT/ ID-BERT) surpass multilin-
gual model with English data (MLEn + ML-BERT) on the intent classiication task, outperforming by about 1.21%,
1.95%; 0.51%, 1.77%; 0.73%, 1.29% and 0.59%, 0.89% on F1 score for restaurant, hotel, taxi, attraction, respectively. The
main reason is that the machine translation methods enjoy much more Indonesian sentences with corresponding
intention labels. However, on the slot-illing task, the machine translation methods are weaker. As shown in Fig.
6 and Fig. 5, the machine translation methods sufer from invalid or mismatching labels after translation and
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Table 5. Performance comparison of diferent methods on the selected MultiWOZ and ID-WOZ with diferent amounts of
feeding ID-WOZ data.

Methods ID-WOZ
Restaurant Hotel Taxi Attraction

Intent Slots Intent Slots Intent Slots Intent Slots

MT

(ID-BERT)

ID-WOZ-1000 87.33 56.67 90.83 60.14 86.66 40.28 90.01 62.29
ID-WOZ-2000 88.97 59.74 91.67 66.63 86.98 59.88 91.02 76.05
ID-WOZ-4000 90.01 70.67 93.23 69.35 89.50 74.09 93.05 83.73
ID-WOZ-8000 91.67 80.57 93.65 73.75 90.63 82.09 93.95 87.96
ID-WOZ-16000 92.37 81.88 93.78 75.79 91.76 83.59 94.07 89.63
ID-WOZ-All 92.25 81.87 93.42 75.65 91.67 82.17 94.25 90.40

MLEn

(ML-BERT)

ID-WOZ-1000 84.11 55.59 89.73 60.41 82.93 22.66 89.32 64.44
ID-WOZ-2000 86.57 56.86 91.51 65.26 86.37 40.63 91.57 70.56
ID-WOZ-4000 89.57 68.99 91.90 72.20 87.93 46.42 92.58 84.22
ID-WOZ-8000 90.93 73.37 93.42 75.15 88.08 58.63 94.03 86.85
ID-WOZ-16000 90.92 74.24 93.28 75.89 88.12 64.12 94.11 87.67
ID-WOZ-All 90.89 75.36 93.23 75.97 88.34 64.86 94.25 88.71

TLM

(ML-BERT)

ID-WOZ-1000 84.27 70.34 76.29 69.58 84.30 78.44 85.73 81.02
ID-WOZ-2000 85.12 71.62 77.38 70.41 86.56 79.23 87.73 82.11
ID-WOZ-4000 86.02 72.30 78.35 71.50 87.48 80.02 89.49 83.57
ID-WOZ-8000 86.51 73.75 80.43 73.90 88.62 80.42 91.67 84.14
ID-WOZ-16000 87.65 74.78 81.17 75.36 89.08 81.40 92.32 85.89
ID-WOZ-All 88.18 74.89 81.74 75.73 89.68 82.24 92.19 85.64

Seq2Seq-DU

(ML-BERT)

ID-WOZ-1000 85.83 76.02 87.34 68.79 86.25 81.46 86.13 80.24
ID-WOZ-2000 87.31 77.35 88.23 70.94 87.47 82.26 87.80 82.44
ID-WOZ-4000 88.34 78.51 89.75 72.67 88.72 83.53 89.48 83.85
ID-WOZ-8000 90.71 79.63 90.10 73.62 90.11 84.65 90.40 84.43
ID-WOZ-16000 91.10 80.21 90.52 74.40 92.01 85.78 91.67 85.20
ID-WOZ-All 92.04 81.16 91.07 74.24 92.76 86.34 91.55 85.45

DSTC9

(ML-BERT)

ID-WOZ-1000 84.54 75.58 85.80 70.67 84.28 79.40 86.56 82.15
ID-WOZ-2000 86.36 77.04 87.17 71.49 85.12 81.41 87.79 83.27
ID-WOZ-4000 88.18 78.72 88.56 72.48 86.31 82.70 89.43 84.83
ID-WOZ-8000 89.07 79.83 89.24 73.67 88.39 84.10 91.13 86.34
ID-WOZ-16000 89.98 80.39 90.15 74.87 89.56 84.94 91.76 87.38
ID-WOZ-All 90.16 81.04 90.79 75.52 90.37 85.41 91.29 87.15

DSS-DST

(ML-BERT)

ID-WOZ-1000 86.32 76.17 86.61 69.13 84.41 78.23 86.26 84.98
ID-WOZ-2000 87.28 77.53 87.26 70.85 85.35 80.75 87.02 85.01
ID-WOZ-4000 88.28 79.48 88.41 71.09 86.62 82.13 88.48 86.72
ID-WOZ-8000 89.02 80.31 90.95 73.78 89.73 84.19 90.61 85.21
ID-WOZ-16000 90.44 81.60 91.82 75.34 90.01 85.55 91.29 87.70
ID-WOZ-All 90.35 81.71 91.67 75.41 90.87 85.24 91.38 87.84

DiCoS-DST

(ML-BERT)

ID-WOZ-1000 84.73 77.34 87.79 68.26 84.40 80.30 86.78 84.65
ID-WOZ-2000 87.37 79.52 89.49 70.75 86.25 81.92 88.61 86.58
ID-WOZ-4000 89.45 80.57 90.77 71.08 88.34 83.56 90.76 87.48
ID-WOZ-8000 90.17 81.47 91.03 73.50 90.79 85.21 92.35 89.05
ID-WOZ-16000 91.73 82.64 92.38 76.59 91.76 86.14 93.41 90.23
ID-WOZ-All 91.80 82.41 92.24 76.65 91.59 86.20 93.37 90.85

BiCF

(ML-BERT)

ID-WOZ-1000 84.23 59.92 87.66 59.81 84.78 72.31 87.87 69.41
ID-WOZ-2000 86.69 66.67 90.35 61.93 86.69 75.25 90.04 80.05
ID-WOZ-4000 89.07 76.10 91.77 68.85 88.82 81.87 92.72 85.52
ID-WOZ-8000 92.23 78.34 93.13 73.71 91.55 86.48 93.46 88.41
ID-WOZ-16000 92.92 82.84 94.30 76.95 92.23 90.45 94.80 90.44
ID-WOZ-All 92.60 82.67 94.24 76.91 92.25 89.43 94.77 90.45

ID-BERT ID-WOZ-All 92.22 82.14 93.91 76.88 91.97 88.13 93.96 90.20

some annotations are invalid in translation tasks. Overall, our proposed framework (BiCF + ML-BERT / ID-BERT)
performs better than others in both tasks, as we are capable of utilizing the English intention labels and correct
slot-illing annotations efectively. And from Table 6, we can see that ID-BERT outperforms ML-BERT across all
domains, demonstrating Indonesian-speciic word-embedding model (ID-BERT) is capable of representing more
information and semantic knowledge than the general multilingual model (ML-BERT) in all domains.

4.5 Efectiveness of Using ID-WOZ

The statistics line chart is shown in Fig. 7, where the four upmost sub-graphs denote intent classiication, the four
downmost sub-graphs denote slot-illing and the red line is the performance of ID-BERT baseline. The detailed
results and all of the line charts of rest domains are in Fig 8.
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Table 6. Experimental comparison of ML-BERT and ID-BERT on full-scale ID-WOZ.

Domains
ML-BERT ID-BERT

Intent Slots Intent Slots

Restaurant 91.07 77.68 92.22 82.14
Hotel 92.78 74.91 93.91 76.88
Taxi 90.84 82.91 91.97 88.13
Attraction 93.25 88.04 93.96 90.20
Plane 91.36 92.77 93.42 93.11
Police 90.02 88.89 92.78 90.07
Movie 90.57 86.14 91.76 87.98
Hospital 92.64 84.15 93.85 86.09
Wear 90.77 87.02 91.80 88.34

Christ ’s College is located in the centre at saint Andrew ’s street .
B-name I-name I-name O O O O B-area O B-addr I-addr I-addr I-addr O

Chunks {'name': 'Christ's College', 'area': 'centre', 'addr': 'saint Andrew 's street’}

Christ ’s College terletak di pusat di jalan suci dan suci .
O O O O O B-area O B-addr I-addr O B-addr O

Translated Chunks {'name': 'Perguruan Tinggi Kristus', 'area': 'pusat', 'addr': 'jalan suci orang suci’}

Christ ’s College terletak di pusat jalan saint Andrew ’s .
B-name I-name I-name O O B-area B-addr I-addr I-addr I-addr O

Human Annotated Chunks {'name': 'Christ's College', 'area': 'pusat', 'addr': 'jalan saint Andrew ’s’}

Fig. 5. Illustrate the situation that annotations geting invalid in the machine translation.

tiket pesawatnya kalo beli besok berapaan ya?

how much is the airplane ticket if i buy it tomorrow?
What are the plane tickets for tomorrow?

request_price
request_price
request_type

kalo mau pesen tiket, lewat mana mas pesennya?
if i want to order the ticket, how do i order it? 
if you want to order a ticket, where do you order it?

request_ticket
request_ticket

request_location

Fig. 6. Illustration of the mistakes from machine translation. The green sentence is true mean, and the red is the result of
machine translation. These two examples show that a tiny mistake that happened during translation may cause complete
misunderstanding.

1) MT relies heavily on the quality of translation. We conduct the BLEU [33] test for the entire MultiWOZ,
and the performance of translation is 28.46 (BLEU-5) on 30k sentences. However, during the translation of the
dialogue, one incorrect word would cause misunderstanding. Several examples are shown in Fig. 6. Diferent
sentences in English may be translated from the same source sentence in Indonesian. In the irst case, the true
meaning is requesting “how muchž but the model may misunderstand the customer’s intent in requesting the
type of plane ticket. And in the second, the customer is wondering “howž to order a ticket, but the translator
gives the result that the customer’s request is “request locationž. Based on Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, when the scale of
ID-WOZ is negligible, the machine translation has a large advantage on intent classiication but performs badly
on slot-illing. The reason is that the MT method has the ability to adjust or reset the grammar and syntactic
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Fig. 7. The comparison of diferent methods on four domains.

structure of the target language, whose characteristic leads to the bad consequences that make the English slot
labels dislocated, invalid and wrong.
2) MLEn only learns semantic information from English data at the beginning, which causes low accuracy

on intent classiication than others. When feeding this model with ID-WOZ, it has weakness coming from the
English data because the large-scale English data shrinks the feeding ID-WOZ data. This method has strength in
slot-illing when the comparison is under a small scale of ID-WOZ. Because labels of slot-illing in the English data
are accurate and complete. But the performance does not improve when more ID-WOZ data is further used, which
shows ML-BERT has a limitation on reaching higher performance. Overall, this method is not recommended for
building stable low-resource language dialogue understanding models even with gold annotated data.
3) TLM enhances the transfer learning process by ine-tuning pre-trained models. Using 16,000 Indonesian

data and a pre-trained model (ML-BERT), TLM achieves F1 Score of 87.65/74.78%, 81.17/75.36%, 89.08/81.40%,
and 92.32/85.89% on four domains (Restaurant, Hotel, Taxi, Attraction), respectively. As reported in Table 4,
using the same amount of training data, but replacing the pre-trained model with ID-BERT, the performance of
TLM is improved by 3.06/1.38%, 9.41/0.53%, 1.94/2.89%, and 0.48/0.24% in four domains, respectively. When using
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Fig. 8. The comparison of diferent methods on four domains.

few Indonesian data, TLM performs poorly compared to other baseline models. As the amount of data used for
training gradually increases, the performance of TLM improves to a certain extent.

4) Seq2Seq-DU is superior to TLM in Restaurant, Hotel, and Taxi, but slightly worse than TLM in Attraction.
The amount of Indonesian data gradually increased from 1,000 to 16,000, and F1 Score of Seq2Seq-DU improved
by 6.21/5.14%, 3.73/5.45%, 6.51/4.88%, and 5.42/5.21%. With the pre-trained model (ID-BERT), the performance of
Seq2Seq-DU is further improved to 92.11/81.78%, 91.49/75.03%, 92.53/87.43%, and 92.12/87.81%.
5) DSTC9 uses a pre-trained Seq2Seq and resource-rich training dataset to learn the transfer-ability of

traditional dialogue state tracking models. Compared with TLM, the performance of DSTC9 is generally similar,
but the performance on the slot-illing is better. With the support of ID-BERT, DSTC9 reaches improvements of
0.7/0.75%, 2.11/0.2%, 2.1/2.85%, and 0.55/2.45%, respectively. This further demonstrates that ID-BERT is capable of
capturing the semantic information of Indonesian.

6) DSS-DST achieves satisfactory performance on four domains with the F1-Score of 90.44/81.71%, 91.82/75.41%,
90.87/85.55%, and 91.38/87.84%. By learning from the dialogue history, DSS-DST utilizes a combination of extraction
methods and classiication methods for slot illing. As the amount of Indonesian language data used for training
increases, the performance of DSS-DST improves and stabilizes when the number of datasets exceeds 16,000.
7) DiCoS-DST is an extension of DSS-DST that uses the dialogue history of diferent rounds to update the

slot value with a strong correlation. Compared with DSS-DST, DiCoS-DST respectively reaches improvements
of 1.36/0.93%, 0.56/1.25%, 1.75/0.59%, and 2.12/2.53%. As with DSS-DST, the performance of DiCoS-DST can
be continuously improved as the amount of training data increases. However, few Indonesian dialogue data
cause low F1-Score on four domains. The F1-score of DiCoS-DST varied by 7.07/5.07%, 4.45/8.39%, 7.19/5.9%, and
6.59/6.2% in the four domains when using all training data and only 1,000 training data, respectively.
8) BiCF does not outperform machine translation when the scale of fed Indonesian data is negligible on the

intent classiication. When the scale of ID-WOZ data gets larger, the strength of BiCF becomes more obvious. It
starts to outperform signiicantly better than the other methods while the Indonesian data grows. It is capable of
avoiding misunderstanding caused by translation and mitigating the shrink efect of the English corpus, which
makes it achieve the best performance and even better than the baseline ID-BERT, when the ID-WOZ data reaches
around 16k for restaurant, hotel, taxi, attraction domains on the intent classiication, i.e., 92.92%, 94.30%, 92.23%,
94.80% on F1 score, respectively. This method outperforms other methods on slot-illing when the ID-WOZ data
fed is negligible. Not only it makes use of correct slot-illing annotations from the English dataset, but it can
also reduce the bad efects of large-scale English corpus. The accuracy reaches 82.84%, 76.95%, 90.45%, 90.44% on
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F1 score for restaurant, hotel, taxi, attraction on the slot-illing, respectively. Fig. 8 reports the results of three
methods trained by 16K of ID-WOZ. It shows that the cross-lingual method performs better than others when
the slots need more words to describe.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents a Bi-Conidence-Frequency Cross-lingual Transfer framework, which consists of BiCF
Mixing, Cross-lingual Space Reinement, and Joint Decoder, to address the challenge of the lack of suicient
training data for existing dialogue models based on low-resource languages. BiCF is capable of utilizing English
datasets to generate code-mixed data. Then, cross-lingual space reinement and joint decoder are used to train
the dialogue understanding models based on the high-quality mixed data from results of BiCF mixing. We also
collect and annotate a richer-domain dataset in Indonesian (ID-WOZ) for experiments. Results demonstrate that
our framework enjoys the enriched and accurate English dataset, performs efectively, and achieves reliable
performance on intent detection and slot illing. In the further, we consider building a large Indonesian dialogue
dataset and an upgraded ID-BERT to model a large-scale dataset for better experimental results.
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